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From the Editor’s Desk 
Well, as they say, where has the year gone? Unfortunately I won’t be able to attend our end of 
year meeting so let me extend now my best to you all for the festive season.  JQ may be able to 
put together a Christmas edition, but please no pressure.  Maybe some hidden talent will come 
forth and take the load off him for a small special edition of The Burley Line, but if not we’ll be 
back in the New Year with more news and stories. 

Can I particularly express my sincere appreciation to JQ for standing in for me during my 
absences?  Also to those members who have sent contributions to Burley Line.  I’m sure all our 
readers welcome hearing a different “voice” so keep sending them in. 

Readers may be interested in the level of readership of our little newsletter.  Some recent 
statistics show the November issue being downloaded 55 times to date, October 79 times and 
September a mammoth 95 times … hmm, I hope I’ve not demonstrated a declining readership! 
Nah, earlier this year it was more in the 40s.  Clearly there are more readers than just our 
membership and some of that can be attributed to Luke and Nathan using social media (Fly Life 
Forum and Facebook respectively) promoting our club – oh and of course Lyall using that old 
social channel called “talking to people”! 

JM has been experimenting with providing comments on our Blog posts – it has prompted me 
to consider whether we need a channel on the blog for people to just upload their own posts.  
I’ll look at this in the new year, in the meantime feel free to respond to posts on line and 
maybe more of you would consider registering for automated emails for when new posts are 
uploaded (sometimes get to hear stuff even before Lyall sends the good news out to everyone 
via email  ).  New member Rod has also challenged me to explore an idea of providing a 
forum for us to record all our knowledge about Crown Lands/paper roads/travelling stock 
routes and to monitor the actions of the NSW Government in this space.  Access to our 
precious waterways can easily be lost if we don’t keep our eyes open. 

Anyway, it seems plenty of opportunities for new endeavours for 2017. 

A Note from the President 
Dear Members,  

 

We are 8 weeks into the NSW trout season and the 16/17 Cod season is about to commence. It 

was just a few months ago we were planning the CAA casting days. Where does time really go!? 

 

I wish to thank all of for you contributions over the year, volunteering, newsletter articles, fish 

reports, fly tying, large and wide fishing tactics and tech talk, humour and of course friendships. 

Your time and generosity don’t go unnoticed so thank you. And thank you to the suppliers and 

businesses who have kindly donated and supported CAA’s activities across the calendar. 

 

Most recently, the effort at the YMCA (see the article later in the newsletter) deserves 

recognition, not only for the support from our tackle shop sponsors, but also the effort of our 

members supporting this worthy cause.  Participants have already expressed their appreciation 

on our blog and our folk who were engaged deserve a pat on the back, well done!  Hopefully we 

can repeat the event in due course. 
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The year ahead looks fantastic with numerous trips forecast, and the weather of late has raised 

our local waterways enabling a very productive summer and season. Ensure you sign up for 

those trips and be in the running for taking out one of the clubs prestigious trophies. And if 

trophies aren’t your thing, come and fish a new waterway or with someone you’ve not fished 

with before.  

 

I would like to wish you and your families a very happy Christmas and great new year. And 

keep safe over the break.  

 

Here’s to a very busy but great 2016 and a memorable 2017.   

 

Bend a rod, 
 

Jason Q 

Coming Events 
Next Meeting: 
 
Wed 14th Dec – Usual time 7:30PM but location and format for our end of year get together is 
yet to be determined. 
 
Next Events: 
 
Sat 14th Jan – Lake Burley Griffin trip led by Charlie – note this will be before the first meeting 
for the year 
 
4-5th Feb – Jason Q leading the pack down to Khancoban and region – again, note that this is 
before our first meeting in 2017 – watch for email advice 
 
8th Feb – First meeting – usual time/place, 7:30PM at Raiders Weston Club 

November Meeting Outcomes 
Rebekah from St John’s Ambulance gave us some refreshers on some fishing related first aid – 
very interesting talk especially when Ben admitted to having been bitten by a snake and so was 
the obvious choice for demonstration manikin. 
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No key outcomes from the ‘administrative’ meeting except that the motion to amend the 
objectives of the club in our constitution has been deferred to a time when a larger number of 
key executive members are present (sickness and various travels had prevented them 
attending this month). 

Jindabyne Trip – 11-13 Nov 
The weather forecast for Saturday was a shocker but still the dedicated ones travelled up to 
the CSIRO Lodge.  Luke and Peter arrived early and conducted reconnaissance for a Friday night 
fish.  The fickle wind gave us an early demonstration that the weekend fishing was going to be 
pretty tough.  No fish recorded despite Peter finding a caddis hatch. 
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Many thanks to Luke for this photo of the Thredbo near the bridge. 
Saturday dawned and the weather proved to be nowhere near as diabolical as our weather 
man had predicted.  As it turned out, sunny patches with short/sharp periods of rain (no-one 
felt the need for raincoats) were quite pleasant with sufficient gaps in the wind to get casts 
out. 
 
In the morning, Luke and Peter headed downstream from the skitube with a number of fish 
missed and Luke landed one fish only. We are all hoping that it'll still be in the river next year 
but a good deal bigger please :). 
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I have to thank Luke for sharing this photo of his fish. 
 

 
Peter at work below the ski-tube. 
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Meanwhile 
Rod and 
Bill 
wandered 
upstream 
for some 
casting 
practice.  
The main 
excitement 
for Rod 
was 
observing a 
mountain 
biker do a 
complete 
tumble on 
the track.  
Bill 
couldn't 
understand 
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why our recent CPR training had not be put into effect but Rod mumbled something about a 
big boyfriend attending to the injuries. Mike and Angie did a major Cook's tour of the entire 
KNP with only good memories to show for it. 
 
Lunch for the skitube crew was back at the lodge meeting up with Ray C. 
Bill, Rod and Ray then headed off to explore the Moonbah. We'd heard Evan was hammering 
them in the lower stretches so headed way upstream.  A call into Moonbah Huts and a 
conversation with owner Brett Smith soon had them getting advice on the best river access.  
Brett's generosity and welcome were much appreciated and the cabins certainly seemed an 
ideal spot to combine luxurious accommodation with access to a fine trout stream - check out 
 
www.moonbahhut.com 
 

 
The final account for the afternoon was one busted off (Ray) and three dropped (Bill) - 
something to be said for not crushing barbs. 
 
Evening saw us all watching that fly tying machine that is Evan ply his trade.  He confirmed his 
status as champion angler with 'dozens of rainbows and some browns' in the 30 cm class – 
clearly a case of 'right person, right place' compared to the rest of us.  Well, they always say 
20% of anglers catch 80% of the fish. 

http://www.moonbahhut.com/
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Sunday broke with Luke and Evan disappearing before most of us had surfaced. 
 
Peter headed home after some indecision - the black clouds and white caps on the lake 
suggested to him that better conditions could not be expected. 

 
As it happened, the wind continued as breakneck speed but at least the sun was generally in 
view. 
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Ange and Michael decided to visit the lower Moonbah to see what all the fuss was about. 
 
Bill, Ray and Rod headed off with rods and waders “just in case”, though it turned out to be 
more of an orientation visit than fishing.  Gee those rainbows in the river next to the hatchery 
keep getting bigger!  After coffee, Ray decided to also check out the Moonbah while Bill and 
Rod headed for home. 
 
All in all, a much better weekend than we could have hoped for given the Met Bureau's dire 
predictions – the event organisers need to improve their game for next year in respect to 
weather!  Rod complimented CAA on its 'low environmental impact fishing' but I'm sure we'll 
get him onto fish soon! 

Luke Reports on a Surprising Find in Yerrabi Pond 
Our cover photo and Photo of the Month shows the find.  Luke explains: 
Fishing the popular spot at Yerrabi last week with new member 

Tim for yellowbelly, slowly retrieving my black woolly bugger 

and BAM! My reel started screaming and before I knew it I was 

onto the backing. I thought I was onto a monster yellowbelly. 

Finally got this to the top and after hearing Nathan speak about 

how there are no carp in Yerrabi, I couldn't believe my eyes, 

definitely the biggest carp I've ever caught on fly. It took a 

fair bit to bring it in but finally managed to bank it with the 

help of Tim.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measured 

against 

the rod 

and came 

in at 

64cm and 

was very 

fat. 

Happy to 

say that 

it 

didn't 

go back 

in. 
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Reducing Carbon Emissions has Two Sad Outcomes 
The recent news of the imminent closure of Hazelwood Power station in Gippsland may have 
some positive results in respect to carbon emissions but it comes with two costs. Our sympathy 
goes to all the workers with a wish that they find new jobs during the closure process. The 
other is that the closure will put paid to the Victorian Fisheries experiment with raising 
barramundi in the warm water of the plant’s cooling pond. It was nice to hear that there was 
some support for the idea of the workers getting first go at fishing for the barra. 
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-11-07/hazelwood-pondage-short-lived-
barramundi/8000988 

Lyall Checking In 
After a long period of somehow arranging his movement to be always in town for monthly 
meetings, Lyall has been absent for a couple now. Rest assured he has been flying the flag for 
CAA. Our jet-setting Secretary provided the following report: 
 
Barry H is the newest recruit to Canberra Anglers' Association 

and was captured here with his first, and by no means last, 

sailfish on the fly.  He just might be our first overseas 

recruit.  And, for those who are wondering, no sailfish were 

harmed in the taking of this photo. 

 
 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-11-07/hazelwood-pondage-short-lived-barramundi/8000988
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-11-07/hazelwood-pondage-short-lived-barramundi/8000988
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In fact, the same sticker ended up on the charter boat which 

operates out of Kuala Rompin in Malaysia as an advertisement for 

Canberra Anglers' Association.  "CAA - they sure get about" ;-) 

 
Editor: actually I think Lyall that you were our first overseas member acting as Singapore 
Chapter of CAA, but I suppose you were recruited before your move :-)  by the way I love the 
way that the “CAA Tartan” is such good maritime camo – I can only see your face, trousers and 
CAA logo! 
 
Dear reader, you can see that Lyall has been active in our little informal competition of getting 
a photo of our sticker in the most interesting places.  If you need some more stickers so you can 
join in, then they are $2 from Treasurer or Secretary. 

A First for a New Member 
Peter and Bill took one of our relatively new members, Jaime, down to the lake to be 
inculcated into Charlie’s patented almost-guaranteed-to-catch-carp technique.  Peter was 
blitzing the field with four landed and a number lost.  Bill followed up with three landed and 
two lost/busted off.  We were thinking that we owed Jaime an apology when we landed a 
number in quick succession.  More significantly, it was only much later that Jaime 
acknowledged these were his first Australian fish.  If we’d known that at the time, much more 
would have been made of this event. 
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Tips from Anglers for Anglers 

Some Great Tips on Chasing Aussie Bass 
We used to have a regular November event chasing Aussie Bass on Brogo Dam.  For some 
reason it wasn’t in the 2016/17 program, perhaps this article by Dave Rae might encourage us 
to restore the trip.  As Dave says “Catching bass isn’t that difficult. With the right gear, it’s 
actually relatively easy. So don’t think bass fishing is only for elite or highly experienced 
anglers. At the most basic level, all the budding bass angler really requires is a light rod and 
reel, some suitable line and a smallish lure.” 

Dave has given Burley Line permission to extract some of his valuable tips: 

 Dave does acknowledge that a lot of folk are catching bass on fly, but as that was 
worthy of an entire article, he concentrated on lure only in this article. 

 Spin reels are seen to be much more practical for the small lures/light weight plastics 
involved. 

 A general estuary rod (1.8m-2.1m) were recommended. 

 No specific lures were recommended but the casting tight to snags etc suggests 
suspending and buoyant lures are the way to go if working sub-surface – the article 
discusses techniques for using the lures in some detail. 

http://www.fishingworld.com.au/how-to/gearing-up-for-australian-bass
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 Suggestions for best handling the fish (and avoiding being spiked) are well covered. 

 Dave even provides a kit checklist. 

Some great reading and tips here which I’ll add to our useful links. 

Thinking Like a Trout 
Attentive readers of Burley Line will recall that Alan Bulmer has permitted us to include 
portions of some of his Active Angling New Zealand articles here.  He recently brought one 
beauty to my attention on Thinking Like a Trout.  Some great clues here to improve your 
streamcraft including photos showing optimal lies – finally a clear explanation of ‘pocket water’ 
and why we get feed (foam) lines on the surface.  There are snippets on particular topics and 
links off to other useful pages with more detail – insect behaviour (and thus fly fishing 
opportunities) during night-time hours, the dreaded mouse fly, UV (covered in Burley Line 
before) and rise forms (also covered here). 

Note that Alan does refer to high winter flows in the rivers – of course our streams are closed 
for most of winter but the lessons apply also to spring melts. 

Changes to NSW Government Management of Crown Lands 
Members may recall we used to have to watch for announcements of potential sale of Crown 
lands/paper roads/travelling stock routes via a NSW Government website.  Opportunity was 
then invited for interest groups such as ourselves to make submissions if such sales would 
impact on public access to important land but this was often with very short notice.  The 
website to monitor potential sales is on our useful links page and directly available here. 

There has been a change in the legislation and information on the new bill is available at: 

http://www.crownland.nsw.gov.au/crown_lands/comprehensive_review_of_nsw_crown_land
_management 

CAA is seeking advice on how the promised "stronger and more effective community 
engagement in decisions about Crown land" will actually proceed.  Hopefully the new process 
(which we believe won’t start till 2017/18) will be easier to monitor with automated alert 
emails for nominated areas.  We’ll keep you apprised. 

Disposal of these public access lands can have drastic effects on angling access so it is 
important that we continue to monitor the Government’s plans.  NSW Fisheries tries to 
monitor but local knowledge from angling clubs such as ours sometimes is better than that 
held by Fisheries. 

Casting for Recovery News 
CfR recovery undertook their second fly fishing retreat 19-20 Nov with a 
number of CAA members attending (especially Angie and Lyall, principally 
through their co-membership with the organising club ACTFF).  Unfortunately 
a report with photos was not available by ‘print time’ of this issue of Burley 
Line but hopefully will be available soon.  I understand a similar number of participants 
attended and the even was well received again.  Prior to the retreat there was an article in the 
Canberra Times talking about the event. 

http://canberra-anglers.asn.au/blog/useful-links/
https://activeanglingnz.com/
https://activeanglingnz.com/2016/10/05/thinking-like-a-trout/
http://roads.crownland.nsw.gov.au/
http://www.crownland.nsw.gov.au/crown_lands/comprehensive_review_of_nsw_crown_land_management
http://www.crownland.nsw.gov.au/crown_lands/comprehensive_review_of_nsw_crown_land_management
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/breast-cancer-survivors-hook-into-fly-fishing-therapy-20161028-gsctpl.html
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CRFA News 
CRFA’s Gone Fishing Day event on the Queanbeyan River got coverage 
in the North East Angler & Outdoors Provincial Fishing Magazine 
courtesy of an article penned by Secretary CRFA Anthony Heiser.  The 
contribution by CAA was recognised (I note that our numbers were equivalent to the Canberra 
Fisherman’s Club who were the key organisers and of course a much larger club – well done to 
the CAA attendees). 

Gaden Hatchery Monthly Report 
The October report has been received and is available from the Secretary or Burley Line Editor.  
A key report for September was not received but subsequently we’ve been told of the 
disappointing results of trapping on the Thredbo.  Only 69 rainbows were trapped and stripped 
this season (no – that is not a typo, to compare the 861 trapped in 2014 elicited a comment 
from MAS of “While rainbow trout figures are up on last year, they are still a bit low”). 

This has triggered urgent activity by Fisheries.  Their plan is to halving the allocation of 
fingerling stocking to lakes other than Jindabyne (ie Blowering, Burrinjuck, Geehi, Googong, 
Talbingo, Tooma and Tumut Pond).  This will release stock leading to almost doubling 
Jindabyne stocking to 90,500.  Stocking of Atlantic Salmon and Brook Trout will be reduced to 
50,000 each to reduce competition against the rainbows. 

Fisheries sought a response from various clubs and particularly Monaro Acclimatisation 
Society.  Their response acknowledged the importance of maintaining the fish stock in Lake 
Jindabyne as this is the principal source of fish for stocking in the various streams in this region.  
MAS is keen to see a more strategic approach from Fisheries supported by solid research.  They 
generally support the plan presented by Fisheries, including the use of trapping from the 
Eucumbene catchment to the extent that is needed to meet the Jindabyne needs leaving the 
existing Gaden brood stock to meet other requirements.  Maintenance of genetic diversity has 
been highlighted. 

The full documents are available from Editor Burley Line. 

NSW Council of Freshwater Anglers News 
Call me stupid, but I’ve only just realised why I’ve not been receiving CFA News 
and RecFish News.  Having relinquished the Assistant Secretary role at the AGM 
I’ve not been receiving emails sent to the shared email address!  Anyway, I’ve now 
got a personal subscription (indeed all of you can choose to do so too) and I’m back on their 
delivery list.  November issue has some interesting stuff: 

 After singing the praises of Victorian Fisheries for their smartphone app it seems NSW 
has followed suit.  Currently available only for Apple, I’ll have to wait patiently for the 
Android version . 

 Fishing in the Olympics – I missed this in the news.  The Confédération Internationale 
de la Pêche Sportive has confirmed that it has applied for freshwater, sea, fly and sport 
fishing to become an Olympic event in 2020. 
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More here. 

CFA Quarterly meeting was conducted on Sat 19 Nov with Bill sitting in for our representative 
Stefan.  The meeting became quite animated at times especially in relation to interaction by 
CFA and RFA-NSW with the NSW Government – it was lucky that Cameron Westaway (NSW 
Fisheries) arrived a little late.  Of particular interest was the report by Steve Samuels who is on 
Minister’s Recreational Fishing Advisory Council.  Steve wears multiple hats as our CFA 
Regional Vice President and President of the Monaro Acclimatisation Society – the interests of 
trout anglers are being well represented though his efforts.  Minutes will be available to 
members in due course. 

NSW RecFish News 
November RecFish News has the following 

 NSW DPI advises people not to consume shellfish collected or 
caught from Twofold Bay, due to the risk of Paralytic Shellfish Poisoning (PSP).  PSTs are 
produced by certain toxic algae species.  Alexandrium fundyense have recently been 
detected in the waters of Twofold Bay and shellfish taken from there.  Cooking does not 
destroy the toxins. 

More here. 

Fisheries Victoria News 
(The best Internet resource is probably the Victoria Fisheries Facebook page 
where individual topics are posted up separately.) 

Fish EFact 397 has arrived.  Some interesting points from them down South 
for the trout anglers amongst us” 

Lake Toolondo  
More trout have been stocked into Lake Toolondo and there's more to come in the weeks ahead. 
The 814 brown trout were 2-year-old fish that averaged 440 grams each. These are larger than the 
usual 1-year-olds we release across the state. 
Stocking larger fish should accelerate this year class to trophy size and make the most of the extra 
water now flowing into the lake. 
These fish complement 7,000 yearling trout released in early October. 
Fish stocking is funded by recreational fishing licence fees and the State Government's Target One 
Million plan, which aims to get more people fishing, more often.    
 

Stocking Trout  
The effectiveness of stocking trout into rivers is being examined as part of the Wild Trout Fishery 
Management Program, funded by fishing licence fees. The results might surprise you!  
In 2015 and again in 2016, the Howqua and upper Goulburn rivers were each stocked with 5,000 
yearling trout from our Snobs Creek hatchery. That's 20,000 fish in total.  
All were fin-clipped (pictured) so they could be differentiated from wild fish spawned naturally in 

http://us4.forward-to-friend.com/forward/preview?u=8ee287affb9dbb289b12fbd77&id=9395ab9717
http://us5.forward-to-friend2.com/forward/preview?u=aaffdffaded2e86f449aa94b9&id=d4d6f31b3f
https://www.facebook.com/FisheriesVictoria
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these two rivers.  

Follow up surveys by fisheries scientists along 18km of both rivers, over two years, captured only 11 
fin-clipped trout amongst 552 surveyed.  
The results suggest stocking hatchery reared trout in these rivers hasn't materially boosted the fish 
population.  
The good news is that wild trout populations in these streams are on the improve naturally. One 
survey site on the Howqua yielded more than 100 trout per 100 metres of river.  
 

UMDR News 
Antia sent us the following: 
 

Subject: Wanted – Carp sightings (dead or alive) 
 

Hi everyone, I hope that you are getting the chance to get out and down to the 

river/lake/creek this weather changeable spring!! 

 

As you may know, Upper Murrumbidgee Waterwatch is keen to record any carp sightings (past 

or present) in any river or creek in the Upper Murrumbidgee catchment via the feral fish scan 

portal.  If you have seen any carp sightings and can remember the date please log it!  If you log 

your sightings by the end of November, you will go in the draw to win a T-Shirt.  

 

Logging carp sightings is easy via the website 

www.feralscan.org.au/feralfishscan/uppermurrumbidgee 

or the app.  Download the free app by searching 'feral fish scan' in the app store. 

The Burley Line and other Contributions from Members 
Contributions are always encouraged to The Burley Line as well as words for posting on our 
blog especially for the Cooking Page, Gear Review and Places to Visit.  Comments on individual 
blog posts are also encouraged and can be made directly on the blog site.  Recall that if you 
have any fishing related items that you would like to advertise here for sale, please email 
 

 

(you can now click to initiate an email directly from our home page 

http://www.feralscan.org.au/feralfishscan/uppermurrumbidgee
http://canberra-anglers.asn.au/blog/category/cooking/
http://canberra-anglers.asn.au/blog/category/gear_review/
http://canberra-anglers.asn.au/blog/category/places/
http://www.canberra-anglers.asn.au/index.html
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Notable Fish Recorded 
The intent of this segment is to encourage folk to get out fishing and sharing the joy.  It is not 
the 'official record of catches' and will include catches of interest that aren't eligible for 
trophies.  The authoritative list for club trophies is the little book brought to meetings.  So I 
welcome emails advising how you are going, but don’t forget to get them inscribed in the book. 

Angler Species Length Method Location/Event/Date 

Darlene Flathead 42cm 

 

Eco Gear 
Blade 

St George Basin, 17 
Jul 16  

Angie Brown Trout Est 38-40cm 

 

Fly ACTFF outing to 
Dixieland 23-24 Jul – 
not eligible for 
trophy 

Micheal Rainbow Trout Est 34cm 

 

Fly Bondi Forest 
Committee weekend 
20 Aug 

Evan Golden Perch 51cm (scores 
58%) 

Fly Yerrabi Pond, 10 Sep 
16 

Jason Q Brown 56cm Fly Lake Eucumbene, 24-
26 Sep 

Jason Q Brown 62cm Fly Lake Eucumbene, 24-
26 Sep 

Jason Q Brown 73cm Fly Lake Eucumbene, 24-
26 Sep 

Nathan Golden Perch 59cm (scores 
80%) 

Plastic Lake Burley Griffin, 
20 Oct 

Luke Carp 64cm Fly Yerrabi Pond, 10 Nov 

 

http://www.canberra-anglers.asn.au/club_process/caatrophyrules.htm

